
Easy-to-Follow Guidelines to Maximize Space in Your Small Living Space 

Whether you live in a triplex, studio apartment, or a maisonette, creating space for all your 

belongings can be a daunting task. You should consider adopting some basic interior design tips 

to enable you to maximize your space and create appealing interiors in your home. 

Remember that storage and furniture top the list of culprits that take up too much space 

unnecessarily leaving you feeling disorganized and out of space. The guidelines below provide 

sure life hacks to help you plan your storage and get creative with furniture in a way that makes 

your limited space a no brainer. 

Practical storage tips for small spaces 

Borrowing some easy do-it-yourself tactics to maximize space in your home will create ample 

space for all your needs. Most houses with small spaces are often unsightly because of 

disorganization and too much clutter. So, to get the best out of the space you have at home, 

consider following some of these storage tips to the letter. 

 First ensure things stay off your floor. Placing things on the floor will tempt you to 

convert some corners to damping crook. 

 Trap doors and ceiling shelves are a life saver. So, consider hiring a home developer to 

cut out cabinets in your ceiling for ceiling shelves. Trap doors cover cabinets installed in 



the floor; floor cabinets provide great storage space, especially for heavy and bulky 

items. 

 Don’t ignore the valuable spaces on your walls. Create vertically erect storage cabinets, 

preferably ones that are mounted on the walls. Remember to label shelves or cabinets 

so that you avoid dis-organizing your stuff when searching for something. 

 Utilize the advantage of loft additions. If your house has high walls in one or more 

rooms, then building a loft addition may be your one sure solution to inadequate space. 

For a job well done, consider consulting a professional within reach. For instance, you 

may want to search online for their location or contact them for further guidance on loft 

additions. 

People’s houses vary in design, shape and size. So, to get the best results in reorganizing your 

space, identify ideal storage solutions specifically perfect for your house. For instance, if you 

have high walls, loft additions are a better option to ceiling shelves. Remember, good storage 

solutions streamline indoor activities and complement the appeal of you indoors. 

Choosing the right furniture for small spaces 



Finding a tonne of space for all your needs is not a privilege that most home owners get to 

enjoy. However, shopping for furniture wisely or improvizing can make your limited space 

unnoticeable. The tips below provide great ideas to help you make the best bet when choosing 

your furniture. 

 Avoid small furniture. Buying a small piece of furniture will likely force you to buy more 

furniture in the future because the first is not good enough. So, buy larger rather than 

smaller furniture as long as the furniture fits well in the house. 

 Cabinets on wheels are another life saver that you can use for multiple purposes. 

Consider buying or getting a professional who can build a movable multi-functional 

cabinet. You can then use your custom-made cabinet for storage or as a table across all 

rooms in your house. 

 Expandable furniture also come in handy in saving space and for the convenience they 

offer given that they are mostly multifunctional. For instance, you can buy a sofa that 

doubles up as a crib. Also, you can have a wooden extension on the sofa that doubles up

as a small table. 

 


